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Abstract
The extra-cellularmicroenvironment has a fundamental role in tumor growth and progression,
strongly affecting themigration strategies adopted by single cancer cells duringmetastatic invasion. In
this study, we use a novelmicrofluidic device to investigate the ability ofmesenchymal and epithelial
breast tumor cells tofluidize andmigrate through narrowingmicrostructures upon chemoattractant
stimulation.We compare themigration behavior of twomesenchymal breast cancer cell lines and one
epithelial cell line, andfind that the epithelial cells are able tomigrate through the narrowest
microconstrictions as themore invasivemesenchymal cells. In addition, we demonstrate that
migration of epithelial cells through a highly compressive environment can occur in absence of a
chemoattractive stimulus, thus evidencing that they are just as prone to react tomechanical cues as
invasive cells.

Abbreviations

used in this paper

ECM extra cellularmatrix

2PP two photon polymerization

EMT epithelial tomesenchymal transition

EGF epithelial growth factor

GFP green fluorescent protein

LOC lab-on-a-chip

OS optical stretcher

Introduction

Cells are the building blocks of an organism and, like solids, they have the ability to resist pulling and pushing
forces in order tomaintain tissue integrity. In skin, brain and other types of soft tissues, adherent cells and
extracellularmatrix (ECM) form a relatively elastic environment. During force generation andmigration,motile
cells, such as cancer cells, exploit very differentmigration strategies when invading the ECM, and canmodify
theirmechanical properties to deform and flowwhen undergoingmechanical stress, transiting froma solid-like
to afluid-like behavior (Brábek et al 2010, Lange and Fabry 2013, Ahmed andBetz 2015). For instance, during
tumor invasion, cancer cells have the ability to acquire amigratory and invasive phenotype through the
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epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), as well as to adapt theirmorphology to the surrounding ECM,
generating protrusions to enter the endothelial cell barrier in order to intravasate into the lymphatic or
circulatory systems andmetastasize (Mierke 2015). As differentmigrationmodes can be stimulated and
regulated by extracellular cues, a factor that importantly affects tumor growth and progression is the extra-
cellularmicro-environment. It is observed that cancer cells respond to a variety of biochemical andmechanical
signals in theirmicro-environment (Tse et al 2012). Biochemical (or soluble) signalsmay result from factors
such as the secretion of cytokines and growth factors (Bierie andMoses 2006), and stresses due to a decrease of
oxygen and glucose supply (Tse et al 2012).Mechanical signals, on the other hand,may include ECMstiffening
generated by collagen deposition and consistent thickening of collagen fibers (Acerbi et al 2015), an increase in
interstitialfluid pressure (Boucher and Jain 1992), and compressive stresses due to confined tumor growth (Tse
et al 2012).

Mechanical compression plays an interesting role in the physics behind tumor development. It was already
assumed that compression regulates the selection ofmetastatic cell populations or even stimulates tumor
invasion, as it contributes to both geneticmutations and phenotypic changes that are related tomalignancy (Tse
et al 2012).More recent studies have provided evidence that a combination of strong confinement and low
adhesionmay induce a transition frommesenchymal-like to amoeboid-likemode ofmigration (Liu et al 2015).
Previous research on cancer cellmigration in confined geometries hasmainly focused on the consequences of
nuclear deformation and rupture. Deformation of the nucleuswas observed during cellmigration in collagen
matrices and in subnuclear-sizedmicrofluidic channels and pores of variable width and length (Mak et al 2016,
Paul et al 2017, Pfeifer et al 2018). Denais et al (2016) have suggested that the nuclear envelope can rupture under
strong confinement causingDNAdamage and genomic instability, one of the hallmarks of cancer (Denais et al
2016). An increase in intranuclear pressure, supposedly generated by the cytoskeleton, causes the nuclear
membrane and envelope to rupture, hence, favoring an interchange ofmolecules between nucleoplasm and
cytoplasmuntil the nuclear envelope is repaired (Isermann and Lammerding 2017).

In the present study, we are investigating the dynamics of breast cancer cells in a hard-core confinement on a
two-dimensional platform.Ourmain focus is on the internal enginewhich establishes the persistence and
directionality of cellmotion, the actin cytoskeleton, and its dynamical restructuring. In otherwords, we are
interested in the ability of cells to alter their shape in order to achievemigration through narrowing spaces. Our
microfluidic devices are created by laser-processing a SU-8 photoresist layer sandwiched between two glass
substrates. Two photon polymerization (2PP) is a powerful technique for the fabrication of free-standing three
dimensional (3D) polymer structures withmicrometer-scale size (Maruo and Fourkas 2008, Park et al 2009). It is
based on the irradiation of a photosensitive resin by a tightly focused femtosecond laser beam.Due to the high
nonlinear nature of the absorption process, it enables the polymerization of thematerial in a small volume at the
focal point (Baldacchini 2015).Moving the sample relative to the laser beam it is possible to create arbitrary 3D
polymerized structures with submicrometer resolutionwith almost no impact on the surrounding photoresist,
which is thenwashed away by a development step.Mainly due to its high 3D resolution, 2PP is enabling several
applications infields like photonics,micro-mechanics, biology and lab-on-a-chip (LOC) (Baldacchini 2015). In
LOC applications, 2PP is particularly interesting because it allows the fabrication of 3Dmicrometer-sized
structures in already closedmicrofluidic chips, by injecting the photosensitive resin in themicrochannels and
performing the laser processing through the top glass. In this way, complex structures can be embedded in
microfluidic devices without the risk of destroying themduring the closing process of themicrofluidic channels
(Amato et al 2012,Wu et al 2014). In this work, we are exploring this strategy to fabricate a chip formotility
studies of cancer cells. The 3D capabilities of 2PP are exploited to fabricatemicrochannels with a taperedwidth
going from a cavity larger than the cell dimensions to amuch smaller confining one (∼3 μm). Such funnels
provide the only connection between two reservoirs, fabricated in the glass substrate, thus directing the cells to
move through the constrictions by following a chemoattractant stimulus. In the design of the device, we took
care to achieve a clear optical access in themicro-funnel region in order tomonitor the cell behavior during this
crucial stage of theirmigration.

The rigidity of our narrowingmicroconstrictions offers the interesting opportunity to screen the
deformability potential of cells, a fundamental ability in tumor invasion. The choice of a two-dimensional
funnel geometry ismotivated by the fact that it represents the simplest possible condition to observe how
migrating cells react to compressive stress in narrowing confinement. Given the limited height of the
constrictions (10 μm), and typical dimensions of cancer cells (∼15 μmdiameter, see supplemental figure 3 is
available online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/21/083016/mmedia) cells experienced confinement in all three spatial
directions as theymigrate into the funnel. Cellsmigrated in response to epithelial growth factor (EGF)
chemoattraction andwere driven into the narrowing confines of the funnels. The short-range hardcore
repulsion experienced by single cells in the quasi-3D funnels restrained theirmotility, forcing them to adopt a
polarizedmorphology in order to squeeze through the funnel opening.We demonstrate that strong
confinement does not suppressmotion in chemotactically stimulatedMCF-10A epithelial cells, and that
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epithelial cells can be as responsive as invasive,mesenchymalMDA-MB-231 cells to stress induced by
mechanical compression. Invasive cells switch to a bleb-basedmotilitymode in order to squeeze through the
highly constrictive aperture, whereas epithelial cells alternate between bleb and lamellipodial protrusions.We
also observed thatmesenchymalmalignantMDA-MB-436 cells fail to switch theirmotilitymode to optimize
migration through themicroconstrictions. Finally, we demonstrate that chemoattractant-based phenotypic
changes in epithelial cells do not account for their ability tomigrate in confining spaces.

Methods andmaterials

Cell culture
All human breast cancer cell lines used in this studywere purchased byATCC.MDA-MB-231 (Human breast
adenocarcinoma, epithelial) andMDA-MB-436 cells (Human breast adenocarcinoma, derived frommetastatic
site)were cultured inDMEM (Biochrom,with 4500 mg l−1 glucose, L-glutamine, without sodiumpyruvate)
supplementedwith 10% fetal calf serum (Biochrom) and 1%10 000 Uml−1 penicillin/streptomycin
(Biochrom).MCF-10A cells (Human breast, epithelial)were cultured in 1:1mixture ofDMEMandHam’s F12
medium (Biochrom,with L-Glutamine) supplementedwith 5%Horse serum, 20 ng ml−1 Epithelial Growth
Factor (EGF), 10 μg ml−1 Insulin (Sigma-Aldrich, I6634 or I9278), 100 ng ml−1 Cholera Toxin (Sigma-Aldrich),
500 ng ml−1Hydrocortisone (Sigma-Aldrich), and 1%10 000 Uml−1 penicillin/streptomycin (Biochrom).
Cells weremaintained at a temperature of 37 °Cand a 5%CO2 concentration.

Cell labeling
To label the F-actin, 1 μMstaining solutionwas obtained by diluting 1:10 000 Sir F-Actin stock solution
(Spirochrome)with the appropriatemedium. A pre-mixed solutionwith 0.1 mMSiR-Actin and 0.1 mg ml−1

Hoechst-34580 (Invitrogen/Molecular Probes) to image the nuclei was also used, by diluting 1:1000with
appropriatemedium. The premixed solutionwas obtained by diluting 5 μl Sir-Actin and 2 μl of 3.3 mg ml−1

Hoechst 34580 in 50 μl DMSO.Nuclear staining forfigure 3(b)was obtained by diluting 1:10 000 of Sir-DNA
stock solution (Spirochrome)with appropriatemedium.

Chip fabrication and assembly
2PP allows for the fabrication ofmicrometer-sized channels in arbitrary geometries andwith a high
reproducibility. Consequently, it is relatively easy and fast to reconfigure themigration region depending on the
desired test environment.We chose glass for the top and bottom layers due to its transparency; this gives us a
device that enables imaging of cells, both in transmission and fluorescencemicroscopy. The chemical resistance
of both glass and SU-8make it easy to clean and reuse the devicemore than once. In the future we expect to
exploit the 3D capabilities of 2PP to fabricatemore complicated funnels geometries such as depth tapered
funnels, thus forcing the squeezing of the cells in three dimensions. The fabrication pathway can be summarized
in sevenmain steps (see supplemental figure 1(b)):

1 and 2. Fabrication of the chambers in the fused silica lid by femtosecond (fs) laser irradiation followed by
chemical etching (FLICE) (Vishnubhatla et al 2009). Femtosecond laser irradiation is performedwith the second
harmonic (520 nm) of a femtosecond laser source (femtoREGEN,HighQ) at a repetition rate of 1 MHz, with a
pulse energy of 0.3μJ. The laser beam is focused inside the fused silica substrate by a 20×, 0.45 numerical
aperture (N.A.)microscope objective with 2 mmworking distance (N-Achroplan, Zeiss). The irradiated pattern
ismade through a layer by layer irradiation, along thewhole substrate depth for the passing holes and from
1mmdepth to the top of the glass for the reservoirs above (see supplemental figure 1(a)). After the irradiation,
the substrate is immersed for 4 h in an ultrasonic bath of 20%HF aqueous solution at 35 °C to selectively remove
the irradiated volume. The passing holes delimit the areawhere the cells are able tomigrate, while the upper
reservoirs aremade to increase the amount of liquid that can be used and consequently to reduce the effects of
media evaporation during themotility experiments.

3 and 4. Assembly of the three layers. A 20 μmSU-8-3025 (Microchem) layer is spin-coated on a thin coverslip
(Menzel-Gläser). Afterwards the fused silica lid is leaned on the SU-8 layer and thewhole device undergoes a
soft-baking process for 20 h at 95 °C.Due to this baking step the SU-8film height is reduced to 10 μm.

5 and 6. In-chip 2PP andUVphotolithography. The fabrication of themicro-funnels is performed by 2PP of
the SU-8 layer. Pulses from afiber laser (Femtofiber proNIR, Toptica), with 100 fs duration, 80 MHz repetition
rate and 800 nmwavelength, are focused inside the SU-8 layer by a 63×, 0.75 N.A,microscope objective (LD-
planNeofluar, Zeiss)with the phase ring positioned to compensate for the thin glass presence. The sample is
mounted onto a three-axis piezoelectricmotion stage (Nanocube, P-611.3, Physik Instrumente), with
nanometer resolution and 100μm×100μm×100μmtravel range,mounted on a long range xy linear stage
(M-511.DD andM-605.2DD, Physik Instrumente). The 2PP is performed by irradiating the pattern plane by
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planewith a slicing step of 1.5 μmfor the funnels and 3 μmfor the boundarywalls. The laser pulse energy and
scanning speed are 0.375 nJ and 400 μm s−1 for the funnels and 0.5 nJ and 500 μm s−1 for the boundary walls.
The specific layout of the funnels allows a precise control of the apertures and an optimalmechanical stability of
the structures. The number of polymerized planes is such as to ensure adhesion of the SU8 structures to both the
top and bottom glasses.

Immediately after the 2PP process amask is positioned over the device covering the cellmigration region,
and the device is irradiatedwith anUV led (Hamamatsu). This allows the polymerization of a large frame around
the area of interest, thus ensuring the perfect sealing of the device.

7. Post-baking and development. After the irradiation steps, a fast post-baking at 95 °C for 5 min ensures a
complete cross-linking of the polymer. Subsequently, the unirradiated photoresist is removed by immersing the
chip in the SU-8 developer for 24 h. Afinal immersion in a fresh solution of developer for someminutes ensures
a complete removal of the unpolymerized photoresist in the narrower regions of the funnels.

Experimental procedure
The optimal density (50% confluence)was assessed for each cell typewith a EVE cell counter. ForMDA-MB-
231,MDA-MB-436 andMCF-10A cells a density of ca. 106 cells ml−1 seeded on the culture chamber was
chosen. A density value of approximately 5 105· cells ml−1 was enough for theMDA-MB-231 expressingGFP,
since they tend to grow and dividemuch faster. In addition to seeding the cells directly on the glass surface of the
chips, coating solutions such as poly-L-lysine (SigmaAldrich, 0.01% [w/v], 50 ml stored at 2 °C–8 °C), and
fibronectin (stored in 1 ml aliquot, 50 μl ml−1, at−80 °C)were used in order to enhance cellmotility and
adhesion. 20 μl of coating solutionwas pipetted in both cell reservoirs. The chipwas then incubated at 37 °C for
1 h (forfibronectin) or 2 h (for poly-L-lysine), after which the coating solutionwas aspirated and the reservoirs
rinsedwith PBS. 20 μl of cell suspensionwas then added to the input chamber, and 20 μl ofmixture of high-EGF
mediumwas added in the output chamber. Further 30 μl ofmediumwas added in each reservoir after 30 min.

During themeasurements performedwith a 10× or 20× objectives, the chipswere placed in a 12-well plate
with plastic bottom. The cells were observed for amaximumof 4 d, when the culture chamber populationwas
too high to guarantee independent single cell squeezing through the constrictions. During these 4 d, themedium
was refilled every 12 h. For the experiments performedwith highermagnification objectives the chipwas placed
on a Petri dishwith a 3 cmdiameter hole, in order to reduce the bottom thickness and optimize visualization of
thefluorescence signal. In this way, the only separation between cells and objective is the 90 μmthick coverslip.

Live-cell imaging
Time-lapse phase contrast recordings were acquiredwith 10× (NA0.25, air) objective using aCell Observer
LeicaDM IRBmicroscope, images were acquiredwith aDalsaDS-21-02M30CCDCamera by using a 300 s
interval between acquisitions. A Zeiss AxioObserver Z1, equippedwith a YokogawaCSU-X1A5000 spinning
disk confocal scanning unit was also used to acquirefluorescence images of the living cells. The objectives
utilizedwere 10× (NA0.3, air), 20× (NA0.4, air), 40× (NA1.2, water) or 100× (NA1.4, oil). Imageswere
acquiredwith aHamamatsuOrca Flash 4.0 camera. Gamma values were corrected to obtain high contrast
images. For themeasurements performedwith the 10× and 20× objectives images againwere recordedwith a
300 s interval between acquisitions.When using the 40× and the 100× objectives long exposure was not possible
because of photobleaching and phototoxicity. Bothmicroscopes were equippedwith an on-stage incubation
chamberwhichmaintained the temperature at 37 °C andCO2 concentration at 5%.

Data analysis
For the analysis of the nuclear size shown in supplemental figures 2 and 4,fluorescence images of our cell line
nuclei were automatically thresholded and correctedmanually. The following parameters were calculatedwith
Matlab: nuclear area, the length of theminor axis of the ellipse with the same normalized second central
moments as the region, and the aspect ratio (i.e. the ratio of themajor axis over theminor axis). The frames
acquiredwithCell Observer andZeiss AxioObserver were analyzedwith ImageJ.

Optical stretcher (OS)measurements
The automatedOSwas used to investigate themechanical properties of our cell lines in suspended state. In this
studywe observe cellsmigrating on a stiff two-dimensional substrate and through rigid quasi-3D
microconstrictions over few hours of times.However, theOS is a useful tool to gain some insight on the cells
relative deformability when their actin cytoskeleton is in a depolymerized state (as in the squeezing phase). The
main advantage of theOS, compared to other tools to study physical properties of single cells, is that it offers the
possibility tomanipulate single cells in suspension in absence of any adhesion effect due to the contact with other
cells or with themeasurement device itself. Prior tomeasurements, cells cultured at 37 °Cand 5%CO2were
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detachedwith 0.025% trypsin/EDTA at∼80% confluency and transferred to a cryovial after resuspension. The
opticalfibers of the stretcher were flushed three timeswith PBS, and the cryovial with cells in suspended state
was then connected to theOS fiber system. Cells were thenflushed through the fibers in themeasurement
chamber. Single cells were trapped by two slightly divergent laser beams of aGaussian profile trap. After 1 s of
trapping, the laser powerwas increased for 2 s (stretching phase), followed by 2 s of further trapping (relaxation
phase) (figure 4(a)). Deformationwas induced on trapped cells by increasing the laser power to 700 mW. It was
important tomeasure asmany cells as possible, to obtain an accurate broad distribution of themechanical
properties of our specimens. No additional components, such as drugs or dyes, were added to cells. Further
details on the experimental apparatus can be found inMorawetz et al (2017). Data acquiredwith theOSwere
plottedwith aMatlab program,written byMorawetz. The absence of phase contrast in the dead cells, as well as
for the absence of an elastic response in the dead cells after the stretching, allowed the algorithm to sort out dead
cells. Focus was adjusted in order to obtain deformation curves independent of any focus effect.

Simulation
ComsolMultiphysics was used to simulate the EGF gradient flow from the culture to the collecting chamber in
ourmicrofluidic devices. A two-dimensional approachwas used to build amodel that closely resembles our
system andmimics the features of themicrofunnels. The fluidflowfieldwas calculated under stationary
conditions. Supplemental figure 1(c) shows the relative concentration of the EGF gradient in themicrofluidic
device. Since the gradient vanishes in the culture chamber, the focus of the study should be on the region close to
themicroconstriction rowwhere the gradient flow is present and nearly constant.

Results

Micro-constriction assay
Themicrofluidic device structure introduced in this study is organized in threemain layers (supplemental figure
1(a)). The bottomone consists in a 90 μm thick coverslip, which permits the clear visualization of the cells
moving inside themicro-funnels with high numerical aperturemicroscope objectives. The intermediate layer,
made of polymerized SU-8 photoresist, defines the cellsmigration region and creates themicro-funnels. This
SU-8 layer also provides the lateral sealing of the chip and ensures a strong adhesion between the top and bottom
glass layers. The top layer consists in a 2 mm thick fused silica glass that contains two chambers, one for the
seeding of the cells and the other for the injection of the chemoattractant to induce the cells to pass through the
constrictions. The funnels are defined by a couple of specular triangular walls (SEMpicture reported in
figure 1(a), in themiddle). They are 90 μmlong, and are linearly tapered along the cellmigration direction from
a 40 μmwidth to a value chosen in the range 3–7 μm (figure 1(a) on the right).Many funnels in parallel (18
elements inmiddle picture infigure 1(a)) allow themigration of cells between the two chambers. The height of
the SU-8 layer, and thus of themigration region, is 10 μm.

Weused three humanmammary carcinoma cell lines that well represent the sequential development of cell
differentiation: the healthy epithelialMCF-10A, themesenchymal highlymetastaticMDA-MB-231, and the
malignant, non-invasiveMDA-MB-436 cell line. To create a gradient profile and induce directionalmigration
towards the collecting chamber, we used EGF as a chemoattractant (1 μl ml−1). Cells were loaded in the culture
chamber and culturedwith regularmedium,whereas high-EGFmediumwas injected in the collecting chamber
(figure 1(a)). Amoeboidmigration has been observed to bemore efficient in confined environment or in situ
ations of low adhesiveness (Mak et al 2016). Accordingly, 4 d long phase contrast observations outside and inside
the constrictions have revealed thatMDA-MB-231 cells seeded on non-coated chipsmigrated relatively fast with
fewmorphological changes by using coordinated traction forces while responding quickly to changes in external
stimuli (supplemental video 1). To enhance adhesiveness to the substrate and promote the formation of actin-
rich protrusions, the chipswere also treatedwith poly-L-lysine orfibronectin coating solutions.Whenmoving
on the two-dimensional surface of themigration region, cells switched between different types ofmotility
modes, depending on surface coating type.On poly-L-lysine orfibronectin-coated surfaces, for instance, the
mesenchymalMDA-MB-231 cellsmaintained a polarized spindle-likemorphology, with a leading edge
establishing adhesion to the substrate and a contractile rear retracting to allow cellular displacement, whereas on
uncoated (glass) surfaces they switched to an amoeboid phenotype. The presence of themicroconstriction row
interrupted these standardmechanisms of cellmotility in 2D. The rigid narrowing constrictions induced a
progressivemechanical stress, broadly impacting cell structure and shape and activating significant alterations in
themigration pattern. As the funnel width decreased (w<15 μm≈cell size, see supplemental figure 2), cells
experienced physical confinement by the lateral constricting walls, the bottom and the top layers, favoring the
transition to an amoeboid pattern ofmotility, with roundishmorphology and reduced protrusion activity at the
leading edge (supplemental videos 1–3). Switchingmotilitymode to acquire amoeboid-like characteristics and
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optimizemigration through themicroconstrictions was observed in both theMDA-MB-231 andMCF-10A
cells, irrespective of surface coating type. In particular, while crossing themicro-funnels, theMDA-MB-231 cells
have shown formation of bleb-like projections,more elongated than typical blebs, and radially protruding as
branches beyond the funnel opening. InMCF-10A cells, we also observed the formation of lamellipodial
extensions spread across the opening trying to establish adhesion to the substrate and pull the cell forward. Cells
cultivated on poly-L-lysine orfibronectin coated chips showed no difference in behavior duringmigration
through themicroconstrictions and in cell viability when compared to cells cultured on uncoated chips,
suggesting that the effects of compression generated by the highly constrictingmicrostructures largely
overshadow the effects of adhesion on cellmovement in constrictions. The compressive stress enhanced the
translocation of highlymetastaticMDA-MB-231 cells through the funnels (figure 1(c)), and interestingly did not
suppress themotility of normal epithelialMCF-10A cells. The epithelial cells responded to the EGF gradient cues
by acquiringmesenchymal characteristics (reduced cell–cell contact and persistentmotility) and advancing as
scattered individual cells, and easily achieved translocation even through the narrowest funnels (supplemental
video 4). Some cellsmaintained strong cell–cell junctions and limitedmotility. The time cells needed tomigrate
through amicroconstriction spanned several hours. Thewide time rangemainly depended on the specificwidth
of the constriction a cell was stuck into (which here ranges between 3 and 7 μm), as well the variability in cell size
and nuclear size. Some cells were able to cross the constrictions in one hour (supplemental video 2), whereas
other cells could remain stuck up to 12 h, before successfully reaching the collecting chamber. Interestingly,
bothmesenchymal and epithelial cells crossed the constrictions in the same time range (approximately 2 h, see
supplemental videos 3–4). On the other hand, themalignant, non-metastatic,mesenchymalMDA-MB-436 cells
were not particularly responsive to the EGF gradient, exhibited growth arrest and did notmigrate through the
micro-funnels.

As previouslymentioned in theMethods andmaterials section, long-termphase contrast observationswere
taken over amaximumof 4 d (upon seeding the cells in the culture chamber). It is important to notice that
around the end of the fourth day cells reached high confluence (95%) in the culture chamber and started to
crowd the constriction region, not allowing the distinction between cells that were activelymigrating through
the funnel as individual cells, and those being passively pushed through themicro-constrictions by their

Figure 1.Overview ofmicro-constriction chip. (a) Schematic image of themicro-funnels device. The twoopen reservoirs arefilled
with an equal amount ofmedium to reduce tominimumany possible hydrostatic pressure imbalance. In themiddle image, we use the
termmigration region to denote a very precise area of the culture (and collecting) chamber, namely the area in proximity to the
constriction row and covered by the 2 mm thick silica glass. The right image shows amore detailed view of themicro-funnel row by
scanning electronmicroscopy. (b) Image sequence ofMDA-MB-231 cells with stable cytosol expressingGFPmigrating through a
constriction row.White dashed lines highlight themain sections of themigration region. Yellowdashed lines highlight the shape and
position of themicroconstrictions. Scale bar is 100 μm.
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neighbors. For this reason, the duration of the experiments was limited to 4 d, whereas the number of cells
observedwas limited to amedian of 5MDA-MB-231 cells and amedian of 4MCF-10A cells per single
experiments (supplemental figure 3). The experiments were repeatedmultiple times in order to ensure their
reproducibility, as well as the validity of the observations.

Quasi-3D confinement induces formation of strongly polarized actin bundles in non-tumorigenic epithelial
cells, and favors a transition to a bleb-mediatedmotility pattern inmesenchymal cells
Force generation and changes in cell shape duringmigration through the constrictions primarily depend on the
mechanical behavior of the semi-flexiblefilamentous actin cytoskeleton, i.e. by themodulation of F-actin
crosslinking concentration and filaments length (Stricker et al 2010). To observe how the dynamical
rearrangements of the filamentous actin cytoskeleton relate to the bleb-like cell behavior during the squeezing
phase, we labeled the F-actin and acquired higher resolution pictures of cells at different stages ofmigration.

Whenmoving in the culture chamber and entering themicro-funnels, theMDA-MB-231 cells showed
aligned actin stressfibers (figure 2, green arrowheads) and a cortical actin shell in proximity of themembrane.
Once cells enter themicro-funnels, a stalling phase, which can last up to 3 h, was necessary to allow the dynamic
depolymerization of thefilamentous actin cytoskeleton (figure 2, rowC). During this stage, cells were stalled at
the funnel opening and adapted to the shape imposed by the narrowing structure. Squeezing through themicro-

Figure 2.Migration ofMDA-MB-231 cells throughmicro-constrictions. Thisfigure shows the state of differentMDA-MB-231 cells
during four different stages ofmigration in themicroconstriction region (the cells were observed and tracked during two independent
experiments). Starting frombelow (day 1), rowA shows cellsmigrating towards themiroconstrictions (direction ofmigration is
upward): in the culture chamber, cells display a triangular or ellipsoidal profile and rapid crawlingmotionwithweak substrate
adhesion (the glass substrate was not treated). RowB shows cells entering themicro-funnels (day 2): actin stressfibres parallel to the
direction ofmotion are preservedwhen cells enter the funnels (green arrowheads). RowC shows three cells squeezing through the
funnel opening (day 4): disruption of filamentous actin supposedly occurs when cells enter the stalling phase, duringwhich the
cytoskeletal structure is reorganized to optimizemigration through the funnel openings. During the squeezing phase, cells clearly
appear devoid of F-actin, except for a shell in the proximity of themembrane. In rowD, three cells have successfully achieved
migration through themicroconstrictions: cells preserve an irregular shapewith an actin shell in proximity of themembrane and no
presence of actin bundles. F-actinwas labeled in redwith SirActin. The constriction profiles are highlightedwith yellow dashed lines
to improve visualization. Scale bar is 20 μm (for all panels).
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funnel aperture necessitates actinfiber depolymerization, cortical cytoskeleton disruption and deformation of
cellmembrane.When the cortical cytoskeleton is disrupted at the cell front, themembrane is pushed forward in
long bleb-like protrusions (figures 3(a)–(b), yellow arrowheads) by cytoplasmic pressure likely generated by
myosin II and traction forces of the extracellular adhesion. In strongly adherent and polarizedMCF-10A cells,
we observed the formation of actin stress fibers at the leading edge during the squeezing phase, suggesting that
compression-inducedmotility increases tension in the actin cytoskeleton (supplemental video 5). The newly
polarized leading edge elongated to a pronounced lamellipodium to probe the environment and generate
sufficient force for translocation of the nucleus through the constriction opening.Overall, themesenchymal
MDA-MB-231 cells and the epithelialMCF-10A cells exhibited fundamentally differentmigration behaviors
when squeezing through the narrowing funnels, with themesenchymal cells consistently adopting a bleb-based
motilitymode, and the epithelial cells extending their leading edge across the funnels in lamellipodial
projections.

As cells passed through the funnel opening, the nucleus was usually found at the rear of the cell.When it
reached a deformation high enough to passively squeeze through themicro-funnel, it bounced beyond the
opening, presumably suffering damage at itsmembrane (figure 3(b), white arrowheads). Nevertheless, no

Figure 3. Formation of bleb-like structures at the cell front optimizemigration through themicroconstriction inmesenchymal cells.
MDA-MB-231 cells with stable cytosol expressingGFP squeezing through amicro-funnel. (a)Extension of bleb-like protrusions is
observedwhen cells try to break free from the surrounding constrictingwalls. Yellow arrowheads point at the bleb-like protrusions.
Sale bar is 20 μmfor both pictures. (b)Nuclear squeezing through the highly constrictive funnelsmay cause nuclear damage in some
cells (white arrowheads). The nucleuswas stained in redwith SirDNA. The constriction profiles are highlightedwith yellow dashed
lines to improve visualization. Scale bar is 50 μm.
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morphological indications of apoptotic occurrence, such as apoptotic cell protrusions and cell fragmentation,
were detected, and cells preserved theirmotility after passing through, as confirmed by the long-termphase
contrast observations. Compression did not seem to stimulate cell proliferation.

Contrary to the epithelial and invasive cell lines, themalignantMDA-MB-436 cells have in general not
shown a response to the EGF gradient, and though a few cells have entered themicroconstrictions, theywere
ultimately not able to squeeze through them. This behavior is at afirst sight counterintuitive, especially when
considering the results obtainedwith the chemotactically stimulated epithelial cells, andmotivated us to clarify
whatmechanismmay impede fluidization of this type ofmalignant cell in confinement. The role of cellular
stiffness to invasiveness is, to this day, a controversial topic. Previous studies on ovarian cancer cell lines have
reinforced the idea that tumor invasiveness is inversely proportional to cellular stiffness, and suggested that
determining stiffness of tumor cells can help estimating theirmetastatic potential (Swaminathan et al 2011, Xu
et al 2012). On the other hand, a research conducted by Lautscham et al agrees with the idea that cell stiffness
plays only aminor role duringmigration in 3Dmicro-environment (Lautscham et al 2015). By performing
experiments with theOS on all three cell lines, wewere able to trap and induce deformation of single cells in
suspension and, hence, gain some insight on their relative deformationwhilemaintaining theirfilamentous
actin cytoskeleton in a depolymerized state. The results have confirmed thatMCF-10A andMDA-MB-231 cells
in suspension are less deformable, and therefore stiffer, than themalignantmesenchymalMDA-MB-436 cells
(figure 4(a)).Moreover, when comparing the average size of the three cell types (in suspension), theMDA-MB-
436 clearly show smaller values, suggesting that cell size is not necessarily a limiting factor inmigration through
narrow spaces (figure 4(b) and supplemental figure 4). Next, we gave a closer look to the structure of the F-actin
network ofMDA-MB-436 cells during different stages ofmigration in themigration region. TheMDA-MB-436
cells used in this study are characterized in 2Dby an extended shape and by the absence of a smooth actin cortex
(figure 4(c), lower panel). Highmagnification observations have revealed that inside themicro-funnels these
cells lose their elongatedmorphology, supposedly to adheremore easily to the funnel walls. The images of cells
stuck in themicro-funnels show a dense and disorganized F-actin network, but no presence of actin stressfibers
that could facilitate the generation of pulling forces. Such cytoskeletal arrangement appears to stiffen the cells
and prevent them frombehaving as a viscous fluid and squeezing through themicroconstrictions (figure 4(c),
middle and upper panel). Finally, a comparison of the nuclear size of our cell lines exposed in supplemental
figure 2 shows significantly similar values for theMDA-MB-436 and theMDA-MB-231 nuclei, suggesting that
successfulmigration through the narrow channelsmajorly depends on the cytoskeletal activity, rather than on
small nuclear size.

Post-squeezing:fluid-like behavior impedes recovery of previous shape andmode ofmigration
The compressive stress caused by the highly constricting funnels was not sufficient to trigger cell apoptosis (as
evidenced from the fluorescence signal preservation) or arrest cellmigration through themicroconstrictions,
but it was strong enough to impede repolymerization of actin stressfibers within cells, thereby stimulating
visible changes in cell shape and cytoskeletal arrangement. In particular, theMDA-MB-231 cellsmaintained a
roundish shape and lacked evidence formesenchymal traits (as formation of new stressfibers), up to 48 h after
squeezing through themicroconstrictions (figure 2, rowD).

Furthermore, after the squeezing phase, we observed a noteworthy reduction in directional persistence of
migration for bothMCF-10A andMDA-MB-231 cell lines. Overall, therewas a preferential extension during
cellmigration towards and into themicro-constrictions induced by the chemoattractant gradient, but no
preferential extension aftermigration through themicroconstrictions. In the absence of further compression
stresses, cells elongated andmigrated in randomdirections (supplemental videos 3 and 4).

EMT is sufficient but not necessary condition formigration of epithelial cells through confining spaces
Epithelial cells experiencing neoplastic transformation undergo genetic and epigenetic alterations, that affect
tumor suppressor genes and oncogenes. Activation of the transition from epithelial tomesenchymal phenotype,
however, is considered as the critical trigger for the acquisition ofmalignant phenotype by epithelial polarized
cells. The transition leads to drasticmorphological andmolecular changes, while enhancingmigratory ability
and invasiveness (Chockley andKeshamouni 2016). The humanmammary epithelialMCF-10A cell line is, to
this day, considered as a good in vitromodel to study transformation and properties of normal epithelial breast
cells (Imbalzano et al 2009,Qu et al 2015). In our experiments, acquisition of invasiveness in the epithelialMCF-
10Amanifested itself through persistent single cellmigration and invasion through themicroconstrictions.
More importantly, our data showed that EMT-activated epithelial cells canmake their way through the
narrowest constrictions with a comparable velocity to that ofmesenchymalMDA-MB-231 cells, while
preserving theirmorphological characteristics. This result raised the questionwhether epithelial cells would still
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have the capability offluidizing and successfully achievingmigration through rigid confining spaces without
employing a chemoattractant.

To determinewhether a purelymechanical stimulus could underlie epithelial cellfluidization, we cultured
MCF-10A cells in the chip, while both chambers were filledwith regularmedium. In absence of a chemical
gradient, cells proliferated and grew in amonolayer that covered thewhole culture chamber within oneweek.
After this time, cells started a collectivemigration towards the constriction region. Individuallymigrating cells
were not observed, andmigration velocity wasmarkedly reduced. The presence of the constriction row
manifested itself as a rupture of the confluent state. Surprisingly, the epithelial cells achievedmigration through
themicroconstrictions also in this situation.Migration through themicro-funnels occurred in the same time
range as in case of theMCF-10A cellsmigratingwith the EGF gradient, and induced the same alterations to the
F-actin systemobserved previously, though it is not clear whether disruption of the F-actin networkwas
primarily activated by signaling processes in the squeezing cell, or rather by the pushing force generated by the
advancingmonolayer, or by a combination of the two (figure 5). Epithelial cells elongatedwhen pushed into the
funnels, butmaintained cell–cell adhesionwith their neighboring cells during all stages ofmigration (figure 5,
green arrowheads). The next 24 h after squeezing through the funnels, cells preserved some noticeable
alterations in theirmorphology (elongated irregular shape and elongated nuclei, figure 6). Cell–cell junctions

Figure 4.Effects of strong confinement onmetastatic cells. (a)Relativemean deformation ofMCF-10A,MDA-MB-231 andMDA-
MB-436 cells is plotted. t=0–1 s indicates the trapping phase, where the laser power is used only to trap and stabilize single cells,
without stretching them.During the stretching phase t=1–3 s the laser power stepwise increases up to 700 mWand thus induces a
stretching force per unit surface ofσOS=0.7 Pa on each individual cell (grey rectangle).MDA-MB-436 are about 50%more
deformable thanMDA-MB-231 andMCF-10A cells at the end of stretch (t=3 s). (b)Histogramof cell area forMCF-10A (green) and
MDA-MB436 (blue) cells show similar distribution. Cell area of single suspended cells is calculated during trap phase. Corresponding
median (quantile) cell radii areR10A=8.1 (7.5 8.8)μmandR436=7.6 (6.8 8.5)μm.MDA-MB-231 express a similar size distribution,
see supportingmaterial (supplemental figure 3). Asterisks represent the level of significance of the two-sidedKolmogorov–Smirnov
test with the values p<0.05 (significant), p<0.01 (very significant), p<0.001 (very significant) for one, two and three asterisks,
respectively. (c)MetastaticMDA-MB-436 cells are shown in twodifferent stages ofmigration in themigration region. Belowpanel
(day 1): cells adhering to the substrate of the culture chamber have an elongated neuron-likemorphology, characterized by a barbed
actin profile, no smooth actin cortex, nor aligned actin bundles.Middle and upper panels (days 3 and 4): the inability ofmetastatic
cells to organize the F-actin into stressfibres when entering the narrowing structure prevents them fromdeforming their shape and
squeezing through. Scale bar is 20 μm (for all panels).
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were still preserved (figure 5, green arrowheads), however,migration and settlement in the collecting chamber
did not result in the cells forming a new compactmonolayer.

Discussion

The capability of cells to actively alter theirmorphology and adapt to the shape imposed by the surrounding
micro-environment is a requisite formotile cells tomigrate through complex tissues. In living tissues,migrating
cells have to apply a considerable stress in order to break free from the surrounding stroma tissue (Friedl and
Alexander 2011). Themicro-constriction assay introduced in this paper imposes physical stresses on cells that
are chemotactically attracted into rigidmicro-funnel structures, thus offering the possibility to observe the
response of thefilamentous actin cytoskeleton of different breast cancer cell types to a high degree of
confinement. Our researchwants to elucidate the role of the actin cytoskeleton in cells trapped into compressive
rigidmicro-channels.We performed cellmotility experiments in a novelmicrofluidic devicemade of

Figure 5.Effects of strong confinement on epithelialmotile cells in absence of chemoattractive stimulus.MCF-10A cells are shown in
different phases ofmigration on an untreated chip. RowA (day 1): without external chemical stimuli,MCF-10A cells proliferate and
grow in a compactmonolayer. Upon the formation of the compactmonolayer, cells start amigration (day 1) towards the constriction
row. Cell contact with the funnel wall generates tension in the cytoskeleton and causes the formation of actin stressfibres. RowB (day
2): while being pushed in themicroconstrictions, cells form actin bundles aligned to the direction ofmotion, and subsequently
depolymerize them in order to deform their shape and squeeze through the narrow opening. Lamellipodia protrusions (white
arrowhead) are used to establish focal adhesion points and induce nuclear squeezing. RowC (day 3): after squeezing through, cells
maintain epithelialmarkers, such as cell–cell adhesion (green arrowheads). The compressive stress experienced by the cells is such that
the nucleimaintain an elongated shape aftermore than 24 h. Formore details about the nuclear shape see supplemental figure 4.
F-actin is labeled in redwith SirActin, the nuclei are labeled in bluewithHoechst. Scale bar is 20 μm (for all panels).
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biocompatiblematerials and non-deformable and smooth surfaces. The device allowed us to observe and
compare recurring patterns aswell as interesting discrepancies in themigratory behavior of different breast cell
types. The narrowing shape and small size of themicroconstrictions, in addition to their rigidity, allowed us to
observe a limiting case of cellmigration in confinement. Crossing themicro-funnels induced disruption of
F-actin and formation ofmembrane protrusions at the cell front.We observed that the epithelialMCF-10A cells
and themesenchymalMDA-MB-231 cells shared the ability to switch between differentmotilitymodes in the
migration region. Themechanical compression experienced by cells in themicro-funnel induced important
alterations in cell shape and cytoskeletal organization. This disruption offilamentous actin did not prevent these
cells from advancing through themicroconstrictions. Cells adapted their shape to that imposed by the
narrowing constrictions, and protruded elongated blebs beyond the constriction opening. Although itmay be
reasonable to affirm that themesenchymalMDA-MB-231 cells tend to adopt a bleb-mediatedmotility pattern
when squeezing through the highly constricting funnels, we conclude that this is not the case for the epithelial
MCF-10A cells, because of the recurrent and relatively fast formation of dynamic actin-rich lamellipodial-like
protrusions at the leading edge during the squeezing phase. Despitemaintaining a roundedmorphologywhen
they are stuck in themicro-funnels, epithelial cells rely less on blebs andmore on lamellipodialmechanism than
mesenchymal cells to squeeze thewhole cell body through and force nuclear squeezing.Higher resolution
observations of the F-actin cytoskeleton of both cell types at different stages ofmigration from the culture
chamber to the collecting chamber revealed the presence of long-termmemory effects and the inability of
recovering the original cytoskeletal structure.

In 3Dmigration, cells adopt disparatemotility patterns in order to optimizemigration through structurally
distinct ECMs. Switchingmotilitymodes can sometimes be associatedwith an increase in cell velocity and
directional persistence. This is not necessarily the case in our experiments, since cells did not seem to either alter
their velocity ormaintain directional persistence after crossing the constrictions. Our observations suggest that
switching to an amoeboidmotilitymode in a situation of strong confinement, such as our narrowing
microstructures, is notmeant tomaximize cell speed, but rather facilitates the remodeling of the cytoskeleton
while preserving cell integrity throughout the squeezing process.We also showed that confinement does not
easily induce either depolymerization, or any phenotypic changes in themalignantmesenchymalMDA-MB-436
cells.We know that the constant interplay of actin binding proteinsmodulates the assembly and break downof
actinfilaments into a variety of 3D structures. Transient binding of cross-linking proteins are thought to favor
the dynamical rearrangement of the cytoskeletal network and changes infilament density, thus leading to a
viscoelastic cell behavior, whereas permanent connections of these proteins are associatedwith the inability of
the cytoskeleton to reorganize itself and behave as an elastic solid (Sun et al 2010). Although themetastatic cells
used in this studywere proven to be potentiallymore deformable than the epithelialMCF-10A cells, they
showedminimal response to the chemical andmechanical cues triggered by the soluble chemoattractant and the
rigid constrictionwalls respectively, no disruption of the F-actin cytoskeleton and, consequently, no viscoelastic
behavior. The internalmechanisms that prevent cytoskeletal remodeling in this situation, however, are still
unclear. This result also indirectly supports our assumption that actin network depolymerization is triggered by
signaling cues, rather than representing ameremechanical breakdown.

Figure 6.Aspect ratio comparison ofMCF-10A cells before and aftermigration through themicro-funnels. Distribution of the aspect
ratio (major axis overminor axis) of theMCF-10A nuclei seeded in the culture chamber and during the post-squeezing phase clearly
shows that overall migration through themicro-funnel causes a significant elongation of the nuclei.
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Finally, we testedwhether EMT is a necessary prerequisite for epithelial cellsmoving through interstitial
spaces, by showing that confinement alone can trigger a transition to afluid-like behavior in epithelial neoplastic
cells, thereby altering theirmigratory phenotype. Previous research has shown that the normalmammary
epithelialMCF-10A cells undergoingmechanical stresses are characterized by high stiffness generated by a dense
cytoskeletal network, whichwouldmake them lessmechanosensitive (Tse et al 2012). Our observations provide
evidence that epithelial cells are just as prone to react tomechanical cues as invasive cells, and have the ability to
migrate through narrow spaces without overexpression of the EGF receptor. However, once they reached the
collecting chamber, cells preserved an elongated shape and did not restore the original confluentmonolayer and
tight cell–cell junctions, suggesting that compression-induced fluidization of epithelial cellsmay have affected
themolecularmechanisms underlying cell–cell contacts, while additionally triggering vast changes in cell
morphology. Adhesion of same cell type is primarilymediated by two families ofmolecules, the cadherins and
the immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily. Besides being involved in tissue organization, cadherin adhesion
receptors are also implicated in cell differentiation and are thought to be bound to the actin cytoskeleton (Lodish
et al 2000).While binding of cadherin receptorsmodulates actin filaments, actin assembly and rearrangement of
the cortical network boost cadherin clustering. The inability ofMCF-10A cells to repair the epithelialmonolayer
after the rupture of the confluent statemay then suggest that the cadherin distribution at the cell surface was
altered, resulting in reduced cell–cell adhesion. In otherwords, the squeezing processmay have caused the
rupture of some cadherin clusters and the consequent (partial) inactivation of cadherin receptors, while
simultaneously stimulating the onset of a different,moremesenchymalmode ofmigration.

In summary, themicroconstriction assay presented in this study allowed us to scan the adaptability of
different breast cancer cell types in situation of extreme confinement and detect consistentmigration behaviors.
Altogether, our results show that compression hugely impacts the cytoskeletal scaffold ofmotile breast cancer
cells, thus inducing quasi-irreversible changes in cell shape and segregation behavior.More importantly,
compression experienced by cells inside themicro-funnels did not hinder invasiveness in two fundamentally
different cell types, such as the highly aggressivemesenchymalMDA-MB-231 cells and the normal epithelial
MCF-10A cells, a result that hardly correlate with the traditional EMTnarrative. A thorough understanding of
the cytoskeletal dynamics duringmigration through narrow spaces remains yet to be explored. The contribution
of ourmicro-structures to invasiveness of single cells suggests that this in vitromodel can be exploited in future
for further experimental studies on the role of the cytoskeleton as the predominant active force generator during
cancer cell invasion.
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